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QUESTION 1

An architect has been tasked with creating a backup design for?a vRealize Automation deployment. As part of the
engagement there is a requirement to document justification to perform a backup. 

What are two reasons to perform a full backup of vRealize Automation deployment components? (Choose two.) 

A. To prepare for scaling of any of the system components. 

B. To prepare for patching of any of the system components. 

C. To prepare for replacing certificates. 

D. To prepare for upgrades of any of the system components. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

During initial provisioning lifecycle of its vRealize Automation workloads, an architect wants the ability to call an external
system during state changes of machines. Which are three acceptable lifecycle states that could be used for calling out
to a system? (Choose three.) 

A. WFStubMachineRetired 

B. WFStubMachineProvisioned 

C. WFStubMachineDisposing 

D. WFStubExtendMachine 

E. WFStubMachineExpired 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://vmguru.com/2015/10/vrealize-automation-7-lifecycle-extensibility/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A cloud architect is tasked with designing a Guest virtual machine (VM) request form for an organization\\'s new
vRealize Automation (vRA) implementation. Its current PowerCLI VM request tool uses a PowerShell script that
retrieves user IDs 

from Active Directory, which is the same identity source for vRealize Automation. The intent of the script is to retrieve
and display John Smith when the actual value in Active Directory is JSmith01. 

What is the most secure way to utilize the same script for user\\'s display name in the vRA request form? 

A. Design a schedule vRealize Orchestrator workflow to execute the PowerShell Script and update the vRealize
Automation drop-down custom property with static values. 
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B. Design a schedule vRealize Orchestrator (vRO) workflow to execute the PowerShell Script and store values in vRO,
then utilize the vRA external drop-down to retrieve these values from vRO. 

C. Design a display custom property in the vRA `Administration/Active Directory Policy\\' that maps to the correct
organizational unit. 

D. Create a drop-down custom property with external values that returns a display name using the existing PowerShell
script. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

The architect for a digital transformation initiative has decided that, given the current characteristics of the company, he
is going to implement a medium si-ze deployment of vRealize Automation. 

Which three types of components are required for this size deployment? (Choose three.) 

A. Infrastructure IaaS load balancer 

B. vRealize Automation appliance 

C. vRealize O rchestrator appliance 

D. MSSQL failover cluster instance 

E. vRealize Automation appliance load balancer 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

The architect for a software defined data center (SDDC) p roject is implerr1enting a vRealize Automation solution for a
company that is undergoing a merger. It wants all of management to be centralized in its, nain offices and to have one 

vRealize Orchestrator cluster due to limited resources. Each company needs to have its own roles to ensure that
resources in each company can create blueprints and perform daily functions. 

Which design recommendation would meet the requirements of this scenario? 

A. Create a single business group and separate the users from the different companies using entitlements. 

B. Create a single tenant for both companies and separat e the users from the d ifferent companies using entitlements. 

C. Create a business group for each of the companies and create a single tenant for both companies. 

D. Create a tenant for each of the companies and create a single business group for both companies. 

Correct Answer: C 
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